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Outcomes
Faculty will be able to:
◦Use assessment results to inform their instruction.

◦ List changes/improvements to their courses based on 
their assessment results.

◦ Implement proposed changes/improvements into their 
courses.

◦Articulate intended outcomes of changes/improvements.
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Using Assessment Results
Start by reviewing the results.  
Identify:
◦ Patterns

◦ Unexpected results

Remember that assessment is meant to help us improve—not
to tell us that we are doing a bad job.

Brainstorm!
◦ What might cause the patterns?
◦ Student-related?

◦ Course-related?

◦ What might cause the unexpected results?
◦ A big-outside interruption, like Covid-19?

◦ An issue with the course technology?

◦ Misunderstanding about instructions or content?

◦ Always helpful to do with others!
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Analyzing Patterns
Why might we see these patterns?

Type in course code 

and section here, 

Ex:  CHEM101B

Needs 

Improve. Developing Competent Exceptional Not Applicable

Percent 

Competent or 

Above(%)

Organization 15 2 0 0 0 0.0

Content 17 0 1 0 0 5.6

Mechanics 17 1 1 0 0 5.3

Presentation 12 3 2 1 0 16.7

• A lot of “Needs Improvement”

• Very low in the % Competent or Above

• Grading too harshly
• Unrealistic expectations
• Lack of explanation of assignment
• Misinterpretation of directions
• Need more time on subject (new topic)

• See above
• Lower level class
• Highly advanced course
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Using Assessment Results
How do we act on these assessments?
◦ Examples:
◦ Majority of students falling into lowest rubric level in every category?

◦ Students struggling in just one category (mechanics, content, etc.)?

◦ Most students in the middle levels?

◦ Students did what you expected?
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Example:  CHEM102 Lab Reports
Work up to writing a full report.

Full Report in Week 6.

Given written feedback.

Have a list of requirements and a rubric.
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Example—CHEM 102 Lab Reports

CONTENT Uses data in the discussion

     main idea Vocabulary usage is correct

     supporting ideas Explains results of experiment correctly

     vocabulary usage

unclear or unsupported 

main idea; no supporting 

detail; no topic related 

vocabulary

lacking detail; not 

concise (extremely 

verbose); lacking topic 

related vocabulary

main idea; lacking 

some detail or topic 

related vocabulary

all items present

CONTENT Uses data in the discussion

     main idea Vocabulary usage is correct

     supporting ideas Explains results of experiment correctly

     vocabulary usage

unclear or unsupported 

main idea; no supporting 

detail; no topic related 

vocabulary

lacking detail; not 

concise (extremely 

verbose); lacking topic 

related vocabulary

main idea; lacking 

some detail or topic 

related vocabulary

all items present

Needs Improvement Developing Competent Exceptional
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Example:  CHEM 102 Lab Reports
CHEM102Lab 

Sections 1 & 2

Needs 

Improve. Developing Competent Exceptional

Percent 

Understanding 

or Above(%)

Organization 0 8 10 0 55.6

Content 0 10 4 4 44.4

Mechanics 0 6 8 4 66.7

Presentation 0 2 8 8 88.9

Needs 

Improve. Developing Competent Exceptional

Organization 0.00 44.44 55.56 0.00 100.00

Content 0.00 55.56 22.22 22.22 100.00

Mechanics 0.00 33.33 44.44 22.22 100.00

Presentation 0.00 11.11 44.44 44.44 100.00

Percentage of Students in Each Level

CONTENT Uses data in the discussion

     main idea Vocabulary usage is correct

     supporting ideas Explains results of experiment correctly

     vocabulary usage

unclear or unsupported 

main idea; no supporting 

detail; no topic related 

vocabulary

lacking detail; not 

concise (extremely 

verbose); lacking topic 

related vocabulary

main idea; lacking 

some detail or topic 

related vocabulary

all items present

CONTENT Uses data in the discussion

     main idea Vocabulary usage is correct

     supporting ideas Explains results of experiment correctly

     vocabulary usage

unclear or unsupported 

main idea; no supporting 

detail; no topic related 

vocabulary

lacking detail; not 

concise (extremely 

verbose); lacking topic 

related vocabulary

main idea; lacking 

some detail or topic 

related vocabulary

all items present

CONTENT Uses data in the discussion

     main idea Vocabulary usage is correct

     supporting ideas Explains results of experiment correctly

     vocabulary usage

unclear or unsupported 

main idea; no supporting 

detail; no topic related 

vocabulary

lacking detail; not 

concise (extremely 

verbose); lacking topic 

related vocabulary

main idea; lacking 

some detail or topic 

related vocabulary

all items present

Developing
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Example:  CHEM 102 Lab Reports
While the vocabulary that was used was correct, most students did not explain 
the results of their experiments, and so were ranked in the "developing" level 
because they lacked significant detail or topic-related vocabulary. 
◦ Vocabulary context lacking

◦ Inability to use details to support understanding of vocabulary.

Very few of the students, 22%, were ranked at the "exceptional" level.  These 
students are the students that always ask questions, go the extra mile and 
show a deep desire to understand material at a very deep level.  As a result, 
they have continued improving and producing exceptional quality reports.

The other categories are about what I was expecting, since second-semester 
students should be able to follow basic formatting, grammar rules and have 
well-organized lab reports.
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Example:  CHEM 102 Lab Reports
To improve this:  
◦ Put up an example of a well-written report from past students to 

better show expectations.  

◦ Possibly work one-on-one with students revising reports?

Intended outcome:
◦ Students are able to more fully explain experimental results with 

proper vocabulary and details to support their understanding.

◦ Students can connect course material with experiments clearly.

◦Higher report grades.

Small action, but it could have great impact.
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Next Steps:
Think about possible actions on your assessments—even 
now!

If you already completed an assessment:
◦What are patterns of the results?

◦How will you act on the results?

◦Discuss your ideas with other faculty!

Remember to make time for your action step and your 
assessment!
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Complete by the End of Inservice
Due Friday, August 21:

Note that most of these documents will be done during our inservice time.

Communication Rubric Evaluation

Assessment website Evaluation

Assessment Plan Evaluation

Assessment Inservice Evaluation

Inservice Checklist
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Complete by the End of the Semester
Due Monday, December 21:

Communication Rubrics from Fall 2020

Program Level Assessment Reports for Assessment 1

Submit all Academic Assessment documents to your division’s Assessment Champion.
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Faculty Work Time—30 minutes

Evaluate the Assessment website.

Evaluate the Assessment Plan.

Evaluate the Communications Rubric.

10 minute break

Discuss your evaluations.

1. Ease of use.
2. Is available info helpful?
3. Instructions clear?
4. Anything missing?
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